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On today's podcast episode, we discuss the significance of Google's antitrust trial, the

Department of Justice's (DOJ's) case against Google, Google's defense, and what the possible

—and likely—outcomes might be. Tune in to the discussion with our analyst Evelyn Mitchell-

Wolf.

Subscribe to the “Behind the Numbers” podcast on Apple Podcasts, Spotify, Pandora,

Stitcher, Podbean or wherever you listen to podcasts. Follow us on Instagram

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/behind-the-numbers-emarketer-podcast/id1113097936
https://open.spotify.com/show/7C9j1qi6NI4Uct9gWfFdxk
https://www.pandora.com/podcast/behind-the-numbers-emarketer-podcast/PC:21669?part=PC:21669&corr=podcast_organic_external_site&TID=Brand:POC:PC21669:podcast_organic_external_site
https://www.stitcher.com/podcast/emarketer-behind-the-numbers/behind-the-numbers
https://www.instagram.com/insiderintelligence/
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Episode Transcript:

Marcus (00:00):

This episode is made possible by Intuit MailChimp. Ever heard of a clustomer? It's the result of

marketers grouping customers with di�erent behaviors into one big mess. But with

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/FfQOcTz2y1-716yEtIeywaCC9JPQyMSKh-hEtqKP5mVVPmRB9hHCrxHm1eNcRvkZlHAj9V2QNVPH6HwEG7MP2X6kFJU?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=0.12
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MailChimp, you can use real-time behavior data to personalize emails for every customer

based on their browsing and buying behavior, turning your clustomers into customers. Intuit

MailChimp, the number one email marketing and automations brand. Visit

mailchimp.com/personalize for more information. Based on competitor brand's publicly

available data on worldwide numbers of customers in 2021-2022. Availability of features and

functionality vary by plan, which is subject to change.

Evelyn (00:41):

And the DOJ argues that the behavior of deleting chat histories, especially when it's

convenient for the purposes of the antitrust trial, that that indicates Google employees knew

they were violating antitrust law. And whatever the outcome of the case in the court of public

opinion, it doesn't look good. If everything's above board and Google has nothing to hide,

why is it hiding things?

Marcus (01:07):

Hey gang, it's Monday, October 2nd. Evelyn, and listeners, welcome to the Behind the

Numbers Daily, an eMarketer podcast made possible by Intuit MailChimp. I'm Marcus. Today

I'm joined by one of our senior analysts covering everything digital advertising and media

based in Virginia. It's Evelyn Mitchell-Wolf.

Evelyn (01:23):

Hello, Marcus.

Marcus (01:25):

Hello there. Today's... Why are you laughing already? What's wrong?

Evelyn (01:28):

This is just who I am. You know this by now.

Marcus (01:30):

Oh, fair enough. Fair enough. How fast do we read on screens versus paper? Evelyn, what do

you think you read faster on?

Evelyn (01:37):

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/qSqPMoX8Eq_GxOPZJAxQuRXvefyK0lHlc5u379w5L0E6Yg8gvKrkuQl6APi-Bb34Wbuq7abAsjdfYM13Vx6XfMDWGI0?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=41.22
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/-87oYSRL61RXImMtgxqMSwXR7ZGKCOIFCUH4hMrg2DbWNPfJ4sINNma5KRFTOqOaZia9HJyvrUJWmhgEHq_1HVLp0fo?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=67.44
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/E28VD3fqCebt9ONE_lZ9Hzuru9txQsnfqH-VCo8nAmED0KtR8BfsQHXLUjvLAiBevoIqHEMdQO0g8G1apxVyx0gifMc?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=83.94
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/3uXBf_w6T6RABQYd2Z_kcm9GTuQ8Q51b4o4bFO0HzJJru0-zHZeFvJSZsuQUXf9fg8FzDEOJEy2bPHABypwfcOHcCJE?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=85.049999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/CFA4O0-wAubja98xymGBm9gotAQK7oERdiWGK9BgxK9mt7_V1lsWhTpyQoLWI41WtxZYSB_l8SjDVVtTHoyF9zwwn-8?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=88.23
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/4ZfOJ2v__WH1_B9pz1zoVIMN2OKzZ-via0QG28VB7v7Ee3xGeK-gl_f5-D8_fsQjTQXnVJmUGHYZ-sUpkPawdsX7B9c?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=90.03
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/4v7q8cFzYt2_y4RUJLJ0cCcjyWLiuvbGoANnFcEhJsdF5vDhILX2dBFqC9ebMwLhXgFyfElBfaaC0DUAzG2YutSFJIY?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=97.53
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Paper.

Marcus (01:38):

Yeah, well, apparently that's true. It's kind of true. So according to Scientific American, before

1992, most studies concluded that people read slower, less accurately and less

comprehensively on screens than on paper. But studies published since the early '90s have

produced more inconsistent results, slightly more confirmed we read slower on screens, but

almost as many found few significant di�erences in reading speed or comprehension between

paper and screens.

Evelyn (02:05):

I think that makes sense because the longer we've had screens, the more we've been able to

adjust our techniques and our interpretation of things to fit the di�erent environments.

Marcus (02:14):

Yeah, that's a good point. I would've just assumed that reading on screens are slower because

of the potential for distraction. So like reading on a screen, notifications popups, access to

other windows.

Evelyn (02:22):

Ads.

Marcus (02:22):

Access to other apps ads, yeah. Whereas with the book, it's just the words in front of you. And

there was something I remember from Dr. Rob Shmerling. So he wrote in the Harvard Health

blog about a 2017 study published by researchers in the Journal of Association of Consumer

Research suggesting that having a smartphone nearby can be distracting even when it's not in

use.

Evelyn (02:42):

Yeah, that doesn't surprise me. I try and hide my phone from myself sometimes when I'm

working on a deadline and I really just can't a�ord to be distracted. Or I'll give it to my

husband and say, "Hide this from me." I have to go get it from him at the end of the day.

Marcus (02:54):

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/tCG8TRT20yYRVWXWKJ9tISKR6u0PTVD_Rg-8IJXyNNlIIMkovE3LoOYIwilzgo3X32SBodCd0tJbBBLVn-b8BTg0HMI?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=98.28
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/-BFwtzPQfJ5qzYO8GYfnoO7FGgD-1XQbZWDKYdAoemSDMwIR7TphmFRnaVVWrpbr0pGPyWXo3eOoR0-3ghU0LQdxMLg?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=125.34
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/_h0QsRLOj7vUEthwTdzwIl4SkwBRjZB3mBs1koN8F-ymKXb3SiGwnB6HX89Ekq13VXdrAp1bZrAhBIF1AjmHMieIITs?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=134.22
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/RUNJKPhtG3hySq3-7y1-NHEVodVDaxZwsGdb7T_kG7ckwROEXTKoGAvv-Ja9cJ8JXMGTipF2u5eohSoZuC7B09JkkOs?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=142.8599989
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/SHXDb_-5SZ3sgBelK4GCN6oAnA9y_TB3_fepot-zT1oMtUWxXdpBc97w7ivYUnQpQy1wFuZzUVN3lEgzIiofKggUk_8?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=142.98
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/gJkikcKvYzTVGqzZFPQS8LUGMef3xWeaAzUZq0ksc_WLtaChsWeFeb9qG51vNl1KlUxEnRh1pPYOZtpDboP09X1rjVg?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=162.15
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/gok4H5U3OSTRPPkrKJsTwBURQAyTokbi_JqmY776ZueYSApyEifa7wAcRLYHRqVXISMnvYDRHDlg6J0zcVYY0pZux7M?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=174.4199999
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You're chasing him around the garden. "Give it back. I'm done now." Well, yeah, we read from

our phone screens over time, but according to PURE Research 2021, 30% of Americans read

an ebook, that's compared to 65% of folks who still read a print one. Well, today's real topic is

how the Google monopoly trial could reshape the internet.

(03:17):

In today's episode, in The Lead, we'll cover how the Google monopoly trial might change the

internet. I know in other news today, way too much to discuss here, and so let's get to it.

Evelyn, let's set the stage.

(03:29):

In the first monopoly trial of the modern internet era, the US Justice Department, the DOJ, lays

out its case that it has been compiling over the last three years saying that Google illegally

abused its power over online search through throttle competition. The 10-week trial which

started September 12th targets Google's core search business that has turned it into a

colossus valued at nearly $2 trillion. At the heart of the case, the DOJ alleges that Google

illegally entrenched itself and killed the competition by paying Apple and others to make its

internet search engine the default on iPhone and other devices and platforms.

(04:02):

Google argues that it deals with Apple and others were not exclusive and folks could change

their default settings on their devices to choose alternative search engines. As Sarah Morrison

of Vox distills, all of this boils down to a simple question, "Which search engine do you use and

why?" We should note this case is separate to Google's other lawsuits centered around its ad

tech and another one around Google blocking competition in its Google Play App store. So

set those ones aside. But Evelyn, turning back to the case at hand, the case about Google

Search. Initial reactions so far?

Evelyn (04:35):

My initial reaction to what's gone down in the trial so far, for the most part it's as I expected,

the DOJ has a really strong case here. What I'm surprised by is how often Google has come o�

looking suspect. There have been several Google executives who, when put on the stand,

contradict themselves. Some of them are very pedantic and avoid answering questions

altogether. When the DOJ posted some court exhibits to its website, Google complained and

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/rzWzILd4GsIPXIp2gUTfipi69B1sBy-KGk9RpoMGiscfb77VUBqkloMWBcNO-TxoTpN_phMEquFFW9JOIJSO3816EwI?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=197.49
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/DoFEMhrsYI5DRZe1w5cfgBIe3IEv4DCvlQtx8AQvsTDpggmRUW_rK1xfzOmq6QpiFmjB0pU1OvHg6QdYI_4YQpzkRDE?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=209.099999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/jqHRpFNJCkp7FCSdx5umJvQpqHSrQaqmxEIOIA5krT4tMLc9BymKzR9Gov_fKyz0ATOdOowhEVAnSc11mNNy0fil1s4?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=242.4
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/f20mIGDWiKVmccc1EXbFiIKNBcUdj87G0V3cysN1NYkxg2nSpb5aaCiwv1-EyuOTpzT6U40oFQV6ZGl1E566dwo-LYg?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=275.31
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the documents were temporarily taken down, although they have since been restored. There's

also evidence that suggests Google employees have been intentionally and meticulously

deleting chat histories where relevant conversations may have taken place. And it's obviously

hard to prove the contents of deleted material, but the DOJ argues-

Marcus (05:17):

It's [inaudible 00:05:17] yet.

Evelyn (05:17):

Yeah, no, it's not.

Marcus (05:18):

"Let me see those messages on your phone."

[NEW_PARAGRAPH]"No, I just deleted them."

[NEW_PARAGRAPH]"Why did you delete them?"

Evelyn (05:22):

Exactly. Yeah.

Marcus (05:23):

"Because I'm trying to clear some space in my Google Cloud storage."

Evelyn (05:27):

And that is the investment it takes to keep a cloud infrastructure such that you can indefinitely

have all of your chat history saved there is not insignificant. However, if anyone can a�ord it,

Google can. And the DOJ argues that the behavior of deleting chat histories, especially when

it's convenient for the purposes of the antitrust trial, that that indicates Google employees

knew they were violating antitrust law. And whatever the outcome of the case in the court of

public opinion, it doesn't look good. If everything's above board and Google has nothing to

hide, why is it hiding things?

(05:57):

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/zjTiJmTKJqCw5fr7lz9u96yAKAyAd2s3YGmaE1o-YSNnGuTDgOev7h-XtHx_LvtYodhKBFrZ_vVRh1FwRpcMeQ5QVeI?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=317
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/yhH_f0skeWPmgXEZZ9Z_bv2y8eQyKdEJm_36cnekGFEs7q_7wS4S3lqJQWaYLg_FVqWiZcQ8Tm2Mlluq_grPBeJggc4?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=317.88
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/azWHvKOfaOs4anDhX6Top6aziSM94qfitaXdfKr3VN4CehxsL3FcEEsA5MlsfOVhq22MKjY5kGsUp4DbG62YKemcFdE?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=318.389999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/TkluQ-Stwy3dOG5kkrWMJyOXn-LHmM5MT7iaq24uTzspL1lO8JLGnl-FzNGwhIc7l5f5aLTHJ6PXmaapO_NEqMoZupE?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=322.1699999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/hOAxCG8J7IoYPD-9lhwoTYTf4md03dCTLquRKwayzpPv3P1HSrm47rXueWkkZr6G1d7kG-KdXFsZQ7cuHwLaAJVLDDU?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=323.279999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/5YlQKJ3aEM3A8wkKa-NKz7JXZI24P7WxlYSiIA5LEJIZG9vQKHeSBFSMEMIq7oHT3iriJPYjkVRPaiu6bMYIJNrnaPE?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=327.36
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/hGEaWc_3p3j58OG1K2DEjM2JaQFVRVunbt5KE9rmj7s0rX0c7mTx2AxH-bAigcahEZMMWXj4lOJ7X_hX7KarLAthLFc?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=357.63
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And I'm not sure how many consumers are actually paying attention. And even if they are and

they get to the point where they want to sever ties with Google, the DOJ would argue that it's

not exactly easy to disentangle oneself from Google search.

Marcus (06:08):

Yeah, they're all great points. What jumped out to me is how big of a case this is and it's kind

of a landmark case for a number of folks. It's a landmark case for the Department of Justice

because the last time the US Justice Department took on a case this large related to

monopolistic practices was when it went after Microsoft in '98 for antitrust violations.

(06:26):

The DOJ and Google have produced over 5 million pages of documents for this case just to

try to help folks understand the size of this. Scott Rosenberg and Ashley Gold of Axios noting

the histrionics of these monopoly trials, noting about every 20 to 25 years we have one. The

DOJ's antitrust enforcers taking on a dominant tech company, IBM, '69 to '82, Microsoft, '98

to 2002, and now Google.

(06:49):

More interestingly, they were saying each of these trials has taken place as one era of

computing was transitioning to another. So from the mainframe to the PC for IBM, from the

isolated PC to the web for Microsoft and the advent of AI now looming over Google's case. I

thought was quite interesting. So it's landmark case with DOJ, landmark case for Google

Search ads, which are at stake, nearly 60% of Google's revenue in 2022 raking in about $160

billion. So landmark case for them. And then a landmark case for antitrust law. And we'll get

into this a bit more when we talk about the potential outcomes, but Laura Phillips Sawyer, who

teaches antitrust law at the University of Georgia School of Law, noting that this is a pivotal

case in a moment to create precedents for these new platforms that have real market power.

It could set the tone for other folks, big tech players that is.

(07:36):

So that's initial reactions. We're going to now lay out the case for the DOJ, the prosecution,

and then for Google, the defense. We are trying to figure out the best way to do this, whether

to go point by point, for against, for against. We thought that might be a bit confusing. So

what we're going to do instead is we're going to lay out here are the DOJ's pillars as Evelyn

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/G7E_lAd2J_eMIn8Df5HdAtCKCyJSyo1Is4ipV0SsXk14xnpABT59CZ7AlSM0OFiI7I1qwgDgiBJk_48RN0_kV2ATQt8?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=368.82
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/iMBcJ2FmUIGoicnxvmOyPt993d5SqngnZZCHDVAoWa6E6kHjq53WJyc8zPQIvXNkzaD_Ow9J3DEwKhHR7di1zlBpmAc?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=386.49
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/DznpdjD9xUru-AdTyMvEWsa-JNtdb4hAHcCtQqitMkMSCdR61kHYWvyXOVaPaD4_xCt8Vbu2g-p_2GKToL1f3CLYXZo?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=409.41
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/yra9pLIOHJBdpc7H0A__hfgpodUI8dXNOuE3p0Mdp4Agt_feZZqjk5DUER3ufl7h1zVR-v3KAR5lN6sKbXW-tiuzUkk?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=456.39
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put it, here are the pillars to their arguments. And then we're going to say, "Okay, here are all

of Google's counterpoints." Kind of similar to opening statements, if you will, but much more

in depth, longer versions of those. And then at the end we'll talk about some of the potential

outcomes. Evelyn, the DOJ's case against Google, you said there are four pillars. Let's take the

first.

Evelyn (08:12):

All right. Actually, I think it's important here to talk about a couple of legal kind of concepts

that might not be common knowledge. So it's worth clarifying, legally speaking, a monopoly

can be any market condition where a single company or entity creates an unreasonable

restraint of competition. And that's according to the Legal Information Institute at Cornell. So

in the case of advertising, while there are many buyers and a fair few sellers in the search

market, one seller has enough market share to dictate prices. And it seems pretty clear at that

this point, Google Search does indeed fit that legal definition of a monopoly. But in the US,

monopolies themselves aren't inherently illegal. Monopolization is illegal. So it's the anti-

competitive activity and behavior that's really at the center of this case and all antitrust cases

in the US.

(08:59):

Let's talk about the first pillar of the DOJ's argument. So the first pillar is that defaults

influence consumer behavior. The consensus from behavioral economists is that defaults are

extremely powerful. Google only needed to learn that lesson once when Apple switched its

default map app from Google Maps to Apple Maps in 2012. In the two years after Google

Maps lost default status, usage on iOS dropped more than 60%. Even Apple admitted that

Apple Maps was an inferior product. So that in itself demonstrates that defaults are powerful.

And Google has struck agreements such that Google Search is the default search engine on

iOS and Android mobile devices and almost all major browsers, Chrome, Firefox, Safari.

Microsoft Edge of course uses Bing, but in terms of market share, Google's got a lock on

most search touchpoints. And then DuckDuckGo CEO Gabriel Weinberg testified that default

status is the best method of distribution for a browser or a search engine. Google is paying

billions annually more than any of its competitors could a�ord for that default status. And in

the case of Apple, that has meant Apple hasn't needed to develop its own competing search

engine.

Marcus (10:10):

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/0WUfG-zS0V7YGgn1LRGUtX6g_Du2MZhdNnzbZH3DFw8MEyr4NQX00sL6kOlL3YdFXLa86Cd8ihS4wFuUmCoB4XnbfwE?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=492.12
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/lKJyM-ynbQd9FMXgcEzxqbaCQYPj0L8pLkBmIAum0pUV0vDPZLezJ-6BRTU2QLUs-tAfUTRh7x4m-n4w6dmABr5ba9k?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=539.219999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/0bBK4coHUBa1RRE2D2Bi-N8y9VIJmmxvfin76lQ5uThbiRRZ1IKyfrB9ijWpj57Je_ZPjFlBzeU1mbUu4xXIi2PqkJk?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=610.919999
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It's not a good look, is it?

Evelyn (10:12):

It's really not.

Marcus (10:13):

Legally paying to be the default, not a good look. Gregory Rosston, Stanford's Public Policy

Program Director, is saying, "Generally, antitrust laws take a dim view of agreements between

competitors to divide up or not enter the market." So even though these payments are legal, it

doesn't look good.

Evelyn (10:28):

It surely doesn't.

Marcus (10:30):

Yeah. So yeah, Google making itself the default search platform on mobile devices. Sarah

Morrison of Vox was saying that using a competitor requires knowing that it's even possible

to do so in the first place, as well as how to make the switch. She was saying many studies

explain how di�cult it is to overcome consumer inertia. Most people go with what's there, and

Google's been paying to be there. Microsoft defense was that people could install alternative

browsers if they so choose. But that didn't work back in '98 and the DOJ doesn't think it's

going to work now. So pillar one is Google making itself the default. Pillar two?

Evelyn (11:02):

Pillar two, network e�ects make Google's product stronger.

Marcus (11:06):

Okay, talk to me.

Evelyn (11:07):

Google accounts for somewhere around 90% of search queries made by consumers in the US

and globally. So those queries generate a lot of data. And there's kind of a cycle here. The

more data, the better the search results. And then better search results lead to greater

adoption, which leads to more queries, more data, and the cycle continues.

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/CUk9heFkOC9kIWJ2tmD-dmMQQjPyTUWVYaHEcm32TDxleQDZ0gDhP3QW02srqReBqCEweBPiaFkWnFlCxNBxVrPc9o0?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=612.09
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/p02VLvY6Ls-HWEYaPbgigBKYWbrS0jpp6e2ZqD3zuIMAUB6Ja_SEx6mDsZg3tM3pvJQo9P_79HBQl37b3Dv80u8-AJk?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=613.14
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/K_kpqI2_T9H7sEPxCb6YGXekTYD8JZw6zncFfjdefsxriXQU0Nqw25qICgUvWvuY1P8EB2ui88kzwPyz3AN_iXe-eWc?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=628.049999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/NZv6ISN_AAZEhDcujFXZ4TdPQz9Xu48jrPw4DWHc0sQGatOJ5S0LUPgCf8bFf3XDaaSs4iofzAaF2jtM9oro8xxua_o?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=630.24
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/jvVB-Fgovj0YxtKhgVgYG3RwoICmkYKXxlyKBHOc6rvgUp-nnKbPRToFzdg61RU-dr7cdAoh5fY5QDPPZgQfObVl-94?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=662.969999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/WT1IM_AH2Io7HVyaYjV23tNqjT4s7h59KXBL0DqkYc5EtKVyxcFBtVfWwMSSqvgCthqflTyVjakPaEuu7eV_GpPgwCs?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=666.929999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/KLtQU0X-ylIRZgvSwJsQrfbozCgovfQDKwHsDyuHM78h9EOzLYz6ujc3D8bFkBeefSvFz5qAGEjue9QCcnuhdLf0OC0?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=667.95
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(11:28):

The DOJ argues that Google's default status locks competitors out from achieving the scale

necessary to collect anywhere near the same amount of user data, meaning the disparity of

resources is so great that competition on the merits of the product is impossible.

Marcus (11:44):

So even though you said being a monopoly isn't the issue here, monopolistic behavior is,

optics matter, right?

Evelyn (11:52):

Oh, they do.

Marcus (11:52):

Google is quite literally a monopoly. 90% of search engine market for Google in the US, 91%

globally according to Similarweb. Bing has a few percent. Yahoo even less. But that's pretty

damning monopoly evidence right there. If we were playing a game of Monopoly and you had

all of the light blues or the pinks or the oranges or the reds or the yellows or the greens, all the

dark blues with hotels and everything and 15 grand in hand and I had the two browns and a

couple houses and 50 bucks, it would be hard to argue you haven't already won. And if you

were like, "Let's keep playing, you never know," I'd be like, "We're done here" and walk away. I

might flip the board. Yeah, optics matter here.

Evelyn (12:30):

They do. And the question is for whom do optics matter, because I think it matters a lot to

advertisers and a lot to regulators. But to the consumers, Google is where it is because there

are a lot of reasons that consumers may not know that they can switch defaults. Switching

defaults is a lot harder than Google makes it out to be in many cases. So I don't want to say all

consumers should be paying attention and trying to act on their own. Like if they find Google

creepy, that they should go find somewhere else to take their business. I mean that points to

the very argument the DOJ has that consumers don't really have very many other places to go

that would provide the same kind of experience. Because if you want to replace Google with

Bing across all of your devices and all of your touchpoints-

Marcus (13:13):
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Good luck.

Evelyn (13:14):

... collectively, it's going to take a lot of e�ort and a lot of time. So even though optics on

Google don't matter to consumers as much because it's like what are they going to do, it's not

a great look like you mentioned.

Marcus (13:25):

Yeah, so pillar one, defaults. Pillar two, the network e�ect. Pillar three?

Evelyn (13:29):

Pillar three. So it's kind of the culmination of the first two pillars. Google has perpetuated its

dominance in search by paying a lot of money to be the default search engine pretty much

anywhere a consumer could potentially interface with the internet and in doing so prevented

any competitor from gaining a foothold and becoming a real threat. It's pretty

straightforward. It's basically just that Google didn't just stumble into a monopoly. It's strong

arming the rest of the ecosystem to make conditions very unfavorable for new entrants. And

here we are in the reality where that is absolutely the case.

Marcus (14:03):

Okay, so pillar three, maintaining default status. Pillar four?

Evelyn (14:07):

Pillar four, Google is using its dominance to inflate ads. This is far from surprising for any

advertiser. If we subtract search ad spending on retail media from the equation, Google

accounts for roughly 70% of the search advertising market. Search tactics revolve around

Google. Of course they do. Google processes 90% of search queries. Google is where the

eyeballs are. So can Google jack up ad prices by 5 to 10% without losing clients to a

competitor? Yes, it can. Google ad executive Jerry Dischler admitted as much. And Adweek

reported that in advertisers' experience, 5 to 10% is actually an understatement for how the

variance in ad prices that are seen. And raising prices isn't necessarily the problem. The

problem is that Google can raise ad prices substantially without any corresponding increase in

ad quality or performance and advertisers will pony up because what are they going to do?

Just reroute their entire search budget to Bing where the audiences aren't?
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Marcus (15:01):

So the monopoly on search lets Google hike prices. DOJ thinks the dominance has let Google

charge advertisers more than it would in a competitive market. I mean, now it's got a 52%

slice of the US search ad revenue market according to us. Amazon's in an extremely distant

second with 22%. Microsoft and Apple each have around 5. So that's another good point.

(15:21):

Okay, so we've got four pillars, which are the DOJ's case against Google; defaults matter,

network e�ect, maintain default status, and price hikes, being able to hike prices on

advertisers. All right, so that lays out the DOJ's argument against Google. Let's pivot to

Google's defense against the DOJ. All right, Evelyn, what's Google's defense case?

Evelyn (15:42):

Google's main defense is simply that it's search product is superior. It also claims that it's very

easy to switch to another search engine if someone would like to. As we discussed earlier,

that's not really reality for most people. So it's easy to poke holes in both of those counter

arguments. To the idea that Google search is superior, the obvious question is, why would

Google pay so much money for default status if consumers would pick its product

regardless?

Marcus (16:08):

Yes.

Evelyn (16:08):

I mean it's such a big and valid question that the way that the law works, the burden of proof

is on the DOJ that Google is indeed a monopoly and that it got there through anti-competitive

action. But that one question, why would Google pay so much money for default status if

consumers would pick its product regardless really is going to be a hard mountain for Google

to climb.

Marcus (16:30):

So yeah, people are using us because the best search engine, but then you say, "Well, if you're

the best, why do you need to pay to be the default?" When Apple first installed Google as the

default search engine in 2002, it didn't pay to be the default. By 2005, it started getting
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worried that its lead was diminishing. Google proposed to pay Apple, and that's where we are

at the minute. Google likely to counter. So despite Windows PCs being the number one used

desktop and having Bing preset as a default search engine, most Windows folks still up to use

Google, showing Google, in theory, is the better search platform. If you don't like it, switch,

right? People can switch. Google says consumers can change their default search engine in

five or fewer steps on their devices. When users open a Safari browser on their iPhone, they

see quick links to a variety of other services besides Google. Microsoft's Bing, Wikipedia. So

that's going to be their argument.

(17:22):

Also, they could point to some research from TD Cowen saying that people have tried other

platforms. In March of this year, 87% of American adults said that they had used Google in the

past 30 days, but 22% of people said they used Yahoo in the past 30 days, 16% had tried

Bing, 9% DuckDuckGo and not ever recently. So that might be part of their argument. People

are using other platforms, they're just coming back to us the best.

Evelyn (17:44):

Yeah, it's really hard without thorough research that we haven't seen in trial yet. Maybe

Google will present some research on this front, but it's really hard without that research, the

qualitative research that asks consumers why they're using those platforms to know whether

it is because Google is simply superior or because it's hard to get around Google or-

Marcus (18:04):

Stuck.

Evelyn (18:04):

Yeah, exactly. And you mentioned before that the big question here is why people are using

certain search engines over others.

Marcus (18:12):

Mm-hmm. Yes.

Evelyn (18:12):
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And I think while Google can say some people are using other search engines, the vast

majority of people are using Google because that's what's built into their devices and their

browsers.

Marcus (18:22):

A few other points for Google. So Google's payments to be the default are legal. Google has

lawfully paid billions of dollars to device makers like Apple and Samsung and phone carriers

like Verizon for it to be the default search engine. The exact amounts for those default search

agreements were redacted from a trial, but estimates land somewhere between 10 to $20

billion a year to Apple alone. So those payments are legal. They might argue that. Google

could also argue talking about being a monopoly, they have lots of competitors. In theory,

there are lots of places consumers can find products or information online. Amazon is one,

they're gaining digital ad revenue share somewhat at Google's expense. So maybe they point

to Amazon. A lot of people starting their product searches there. TikTok stealing younger Gen

Z searches. And then OpenAI's ChatGPT, which just added a voice component. So maybe they

point to these folks and say, "Look, we might have 90% of the search market, but things are

changing. There are other competitors out there, even if they're not 'traditional' search engine

competitors."

Evelyn (19:19):

Of course Google's partnership with TikTok might also throw a wrench in that argument that

they recently partnered to-

Marcus (19:26):

It might not help.

Evelyn (19:27):

Yeah, display kind of "Research this topic on Google" interruption to a TikTok feed.

Marcus (19:32):

Yep. Final thing here I've got is its search engine is free, and that's what we've seen has been a

problem when we talked about something like Facebook being anti-competitive. How can

you be anti-competitive when you're free? David McCabe and Cecilia Kang of the New York

Times pointing out that for decades, judges have generally ruled against companies in
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antitrust cases only when their conduct hurts consumers, particularly if they've raised prices.

So some argue that that lets companies like Google, which provides internet search for free,

o� the hook. But you were saying before, advertisers have seen prices go up as a result, so

that's maybe where you get them.

Evelyn (20:11):

Yeah. That's why the fourth pillar is important, is because antitrust law in the US does have

that consumer price tenant and there is no consumer price here. Although I'm hoping that this

case might also influence the way that antitrust law is codified in the US because there is a

cost to Google search and it's the cost of data. The user is paying for Google search not with

money, but with their privacy, with their data. So perhaps that needs to be accounted for. You

mentioned this is kind of like a new era. We're about to transition into a new tech era where

data is a currency. I mean, data has always been a currency at least since Google started its

ascent. So that should be taken into account in how antitrust law is also configured in the US

and everywhere.

Marcus (20:55):

Well, let's talk a bit about how antitrust law could be configured some of the possible

outcomes here. So we just laid out Google's defense. Search engine is free. Google has lots of

competitors. With the best search engine, people can switch if they want. "Our payments to

be default are legal." So that's kind of their case. Let's talk about what the most likely

outcomes might be because the government's laid out in its complaint that it wants to try to

get to a few of them. How many possible outcomes do you see here?

Evelyn (21:23):

Well, there are kind of endless outcomes. There are kind of di�erent permutations of the

several ways that this could go. But the big kind of overarching ones that seem to be most

discussed, if not most likely, first biggie, although I think this is the least likely one, is that

Google could be broken up. It could be forced to divest its search unit, which is of course the

very core of its business. Like you mentioned, search ad revenues accounted for almost 60%

of Alphabet's total revenues. I think you mentioned 2022, and that's the case for its most

recent earnings report in Q3 2023 as well. So Google Search is Alphabet's cash cow, and

that's a big deal.

Marcus (21:56):
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Yep. New York Times is noting the monopoly trials can change the direction of industries. It

points to 1984 under pressure from the DOJ. AT&T split itself into several regional telecom

companies, and that breakup transformed the telecommunications industry by making it more

competitive at the dawn of the mobile phone era. To your point though, legal experts saying

they don't think a breakup is the most likely. Google Search business is not easy to cut it up

into pieces.

Evelyn (22:22):

Exactly. And another outcome is that Google could be forced to share its user data with other

search engines to kind of close that resource gap that I mentioned before. And that is

definitely a possibility. I don't know that it would really change much about Google's market

position, but it's on the table.

Marcus (22:40):

Yep. Okay, so restructure itself, share data. What else?

Evelyn (22:45):

The last one I have, because again, there are a lot of di�erent ways this would go, and I'm sure

maybe you have some more, but the most likely outcome to my mind is that Google is

prohibited from renewing or making any new default deals. Although those payments are

legal, like you mentioned, the e�ects of them are anti-competitive, which then brings them

into a legal gray area. So I think that is a very real possibility. We don't know if consumers are

given the choice, whether they will continue to choose Google or whether they will explore

other default options, but that outcome could potentially unravel Google's dominance for the

very reasons we outlined in the kind of DOJ's four pillars.

Marcus (23:24):

Yep. The default payments could stop folks like Apple, Mozilla. I'm sure they're not going to

be too happy about that because they make a lot of money from those payments, but that

could definitely happen. Yeah, and just changes to their monopolistic business practices in

general, whether that's default payments having to stop. Or letting folks choose. So what

would that do if they had to let folks choose when they opened up their new phone and they

were deciding which browser to have as opposed to there being a default one?

(23:52):
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The Economist was noting in early 2020, Europeans won the right to pick their default search

engine when they set up new devices powered by Google's Android mobile OS. Since then,

Google's share of the European search market has edged down from 94% to 90. Assuming

Americans behave similarly, the article says, and given that 8 percentage points of global

market share in search equals about $2 billion in annual ad sales, a few billion dollars could be

shaved o� Google's top line over several years. So using that as a case study, maybe the

behavior doesn't change too much, but it could be something that happens regardless.

Evelyn (24:29):

Well, and that's something that we talked about too when Bing brought its chatbot, its

generative AI kind of product to market, was even if it could just grab 1% of market share

from Google, in terms of dollars, that would be a big deal for Microsoft. And I don't think

that's materialized yet. It might not ever. But when we're talking about percentage points in

this market, these are billions of dollars.

Marcus (24:51):

Mm-hmm. Yep. So we've got restructuring itself, sharing data, monopolistic business practices

changing, default payment stopping, letting folks choose, potentially paying damages, what

the fines could possibly look like. One just being a major distraction at a really bad time. And

so, one of the pieces I was reading was noting IBM and Microsoft both lost momentum in

their markets during their antitrust trials. They both ultimately won their cases, but it made

them hesitate on business decisions as they were under increased scrutiny. And so Ms.

Morrison at the Vox was noting, "While Microsoft was tied up in court, paying billions in fines,

afraid to make any major moves that could incur more government wrath and no longer

allowed to gatekeep the internet through its browser, rather ironically, new companies like

Google emerged." So it is a distraction certainly.

(25:39):

It's also a kind of public airing of their dirty laundry, so to speak, because Daniel

Constantinovich, who is one of our briefings analysts, noting that Google has lost some

goodwill with advertisers in recent months after a series of scandals involving low quality

video ad placements and ad trackers on children's content. Advertisers watching the trial are

taking note of the fact that whilst on the stand, you mentioned Jerry Dischler, Google Ad exec,
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saying the company sometimes raises prices on its auctions by 5 to 10% without notifying

advertisers. Does that turn some advertisers o�? Potentially.

(26:09):

And then maybe do we get a new law as well? Rebecca Allensworth, a professor at Vanderbilt

University's Law School thinks that ultimately the Google trial will test whether antitrust laws

written in 1890, that's right, not 1980, 1890 to break up sugar, steel, and railroad monopolies

can still work in today's economy. So maybe some new laws.

Evelyn (26:29):

Yeah, I think that's a big one too. I mean, like I mentioned, I personally believe that they should

at least account for what's going on with people's data. It's a big area of concern. We have

privacy legislation springing up all over the United States and can be considered federally as

well. So this is one area where there could also be maybe not so huge of an adjustment in

antitrust law, just considering another form of currency that might have implications for

privacy as well.

Marcus (26:54):

Yeah. Well, that is it for The Lead. Thanks for sticking with us. We had a lot to cover there. It's

time for post game report.

[NEW_PARAGRAPH]Evelyn, what's most worth repeating from the show?

Evelyn (27:05):

I can just say that right now, it's not looking great for Google, at least to my mind. And part of

that is because we're still in the part of the trial where the DOJ is making its case against

Google. We've heard from the DOJ's witnesses. We've gotten glimpses of Google's defense

and opening statements and cross-examination of the DOJ's witnesses and in testimony from

Google executives. I think the most interesting insight comes from the disparity between what

Google says and what it does. We all know actions speak louder than words, so we should all

be watching what Google does.

Marcus (27:32):

Yeah, we're in the midst of a trial. The trial will be completed sometime towards the end of this

year, but a judge's ruling won't come out until next year. One important point though from
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Scott Rosenberg and Ashley Gold of Axios is saying in 2000, when Microsoft was going

through its antitrust trial, they face defeat at trial and the judge ordered the firm be split in

two. But a year later, the company largely reversed that loss on appeal. So even after the

ruling of this case, sometime next year, appeals, we could be many years out from actually

getting some kind of a final decision.

Evelyn (28:03):

Yeah. Oh, it'll definitely take a long time. It might take even longer than usual because there's

the looming prospect of a government shutdown. If that does materialize, the fate of this

case, whether it continues under essential workers kind of provisions, is undetermined as of

yet. So at least as of this recording, who knows how long the timeline will be?

Marcus (28:22):

That's what we've got time for this episode, Evelyn. Thank you so much for hanging out with

us for slightly longer than usual, for trying to distill what the hell is going on in this Google

antitrust case.

Evelyn (28:34):

Thanks for having me, Marcus.

Marcus (28:35):

Thank you so much to Todd who's editing this episode whilst Victoria's out. Thanks to James

who copy edits the show, and Stuart who runs the team and produces when V is on vacation.

Thanks to everyone for listening in. We'll see you tomorrow hopefully for the Behind the

Numbers Daily, an eMarketer podcast, a shorter one made possible by Intuit MailChimp.
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